








The leadership of Pittsburgh Ultimate, a non-profit organization overseeing ultimate frisbee in Pittsburgh, believes that expanding the interest in ultimate frisbee and the availability of the sport to women will result in an improvement in their personal fitness and personal enjoyment of sports. The intent of this study is to explore the perceptions of gender equity and gender roles in the sport of ultimate frisbee at it impacts members within Pittsburgh Ultimate through focus groups with community members. Pittsburgh Ultimate has not periodically collected or analyzed data from the community about their perception of gender equity, therefore the findings from the qualitative evaluation will serve as a foundation for more effective programming that addresses gender equity needs specific to Pittsburgh Ultimate. The study intends to explore the positive benefit of exercise and athletic participation for women and contribute to public health knowledge of the barriers to female participation in sports, specific to the Pittsburgh Ultimate Community. 
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Studies have demonstrated the important role that exercise plays in the lives of women and young girls  ADDIN EN.CITE (Craft, Carroll, & Lustyk, 2014; Pharr & Lough, 2016; United Nations, 2007). in 2009, the Woman’s Sports Foundation published an updated version of “Her Life Depends on It”, an evidence-based research project stressing the positive benefits of physical activity and sports for girls and women (Merkel, 2013). The report encouraged promoting exercise for women in order to reduce the risk of chronic disease, such as heart disease or osteoporosis, decrease obesity, and improve mental health and self-confidence (Merkel, 2013). Despite the positive health benefits, many women do not achieve the recommended level of daily physical activity (Merkel, 2013). The leadership of Pittsburgh Ultimate, a non-profit organization overseeing ultimate frisbee in Pittsburgh, believes that expanding the interest in ultimate frisbee and the availability of the sport to women will result in an improvement in their personal fitness and personal enjoyment of sports. 




Sports provide a number of critical health benefits to women and girls, including a positive impact on childhood health and a reduction in the risk of chronic disease in adulthood including type-2 diabetes, hypertension, arthritis, osteoporosis and cardiovascular abnormalities  ADDIN EN.CITE (Craft et al., 2014; Pharr & Lough, 2016; United Nations, 2007). Sports participation also promotes healthy weight management, improves bone density, and creates strong muscles and joints  ADDIN EN.CITE (Pharr & Lough, 2016; Sport and Development; United Nations, 2007). Adults can rapidly gain benefits from even a marginally higher rate of physical activity (Craft et al., 2014; United Nations, 2007).  Additionally, physical activity has been shown to improve mental health for women and girls (Knoppers & McDonald, 2010; United Nations, 2007). Sports can build self-confidence and self-esteem while reducing symptoms of anxiety and depression, which ultimately improves overall psychological well-being (Knoppers & McDonald, 2010; United Nations, 2007). Female depression rates are approximately double male rates worldwide, and adolescent girls are uniquely susceptible to anxiety and depression (United Nations, 2007). Increasing access to and participation in sports could help lower female depression rates and improve the mental and physical health of young girls (United Nations, 2007). 
Emerging research on the impact of physical education on academic performance indicates that engaging in physical activity improves the concentration levels and problem-solving ability of girls (Pharr & Lough, 2016; United Nations, 2007). Those skills correlate with improved standardized test scores and a higher level of physical activity (United Nations, 2007). In the United States, studies found that girls had better scholastic achievement and enjoyed participating in school more, if they played sports (United Nations, 2007). Therefore, increasing female participation in sports could positively impact their academic performance because they may be more motivated and attentive in school (Pharr & Lough, 2016; United Nations, 2007). 
In addition to physical and academic benefits, women and girls gain social benefits when they participate in sports because their involvement creates interpersonal networks within sports teams and leagues for women and girls and provides a place for them to positively participate in a community setting (Knoppers & McDonald, 2010; United Nations, 2007). Women who excel at sports can use that as an avenue to gain higher education through scholarships, and in addition, sports teach participants teamwork, communication, and problem-solving skills, which can be translated into various life experiences such as work and academics  ADDIN EN.CITE (Aitchison, 2005; Knoppers & McDonald, 2010; United Nations, 2007). Successful utilization of those skills continually reinforces self-esteem and ability for women and girls, which continues to build their self-confidence in a reinforcing cycle (Colker & Widom, 1980; Sport and Development). Research on the relationship between self-esteem of women and girls and athletic participation has shown that those who played sports reported higher rates of self-worth and self-efficacy than non-athletes (Colker & Widom, 1980; Sport and Development). As women and girls’ self-esteem and self-confidence improves through physical activity, the enjoyment will lead to increased and sustained healthy behavior (Colker & Widom, 1980; United Nations, 2007).
Female participation in sports often goes against the societal expectation of sports as a traditionally masculine space, so increasing the number of women in sports counters societal norms of expected gender roles and gender behavior  ADDIN EN.CITE (Gregg & Gregg, 2017; Knoppers & McDonald, 2010; United Nations, 2007). When women learn skills like negotiation, leadership, and teamwork through sports, they can apply those values within their social interactions and leverage them for social empowerment in their day-to-day activities (Aitchison, 2005; United Nations, 2007). In many countries, women and girls have fewer opportunities to socialize outside of the home than men and boys, so sports can provide an opportunity to expand women’s social network and participation in the community (Knoppers & McDonald, 2010; United Nations, 2007). As women expand their interpersonal networks, they experience an expanded sense of personal identity allowing them to continue their engagement in community activities (Knoppers & McDonald, 2010; United Nations, 2007). 
2.2	overview of gender equity in sports
Title IX passed as part of the Educational Amendments of 1972, and while the initial goal of Title IX was to provide equal educational opportunities for men and women, the scope and interpretation of Title IX was eventually expanded to support equal opportunities for women in sports  ADDIN EN.CITE (Gregg & Gregg, 2017; Mees, 2003; Senne, 2016). Under the protections of Title IX, the athletic opportunities for women greatly increased, however the societal stereotype of women as more fragile and less athletically capable still existed (Mees, 2003; Senne, 2016). Since societal norms typically frame sports as a masculine pursuit, when women participate in sports, they can be viewed as intruding on a space held almost exclusively by men (Senne, 2016; Trolan, 2013). Therefore, although Title IX expanded the ability of women to participate in sports, it did not implement broader policy changes to address the negative perceptions against female athletes, and share a view that sports are not just a masculine field (Craft et al., 2014; Senne, 2016).
Three studies surveyed men and women to capture their sports participation (Deaner et al., 2012; Senne, 2016). The American Time Use Survey, which occurred from 2003-2010 and surveyed 112,000 individuals 15 years or older, found that 28% of women reported participating in individual sports while 20% participated in team sports (Deaner et al., 2012; Senne, 2016). The Observations at Public Parks study survey 2,879 sports and exercise participants at public parks at four U.S. locations and found that females made up 19% of the participants in individual sports and 10% in team sports within those parks (Deaner et al., 2012; Senne, 2016). The final study, Intramurals at Colleges and Universities, implemented intramural sports surveys in U.S. colleges and universities and found that women accounted for only 26% of intramural sports registrations (Deaner et al., 2012; Senne, 2016). The results of these studies indicated that women have a lower participation rate in sports than men in the United States (Senne, 2016). 
The perception of sports as a male-dominated activity begins early in childhood (Knifsend & Graham, 2012). Studies indicate that “…while American boys who play sports enjoy high school status from their peers, female athletes are judged to be of lower social status, especially if they play masculine sports” such as football or baseball  ADDIN EN.CITE (Gregg & Gregg, 2017; Knifsend & Graham, 2012; Senne, 2016). Girls often report that when they played sports, they received derogatory comments about their athletic ability tied to their gender and not their athletic performance (Knifsend & Graham, 2012; Senne, 2016). One study found that as many as three-fourths of girls surveyed reported hearing either negative comments about their athleticism or discouraging comments about their overall ability to play sports, and negative perceptions can be a barrier to female athletic participation, thereby decreasing the female participation rate (Leaper & Friedman, 2007; Senne, 2016).
If men and women played sports together more frequently, one study found that the negative perceptions of female athletes began to shift into more positive ones (Cohen, Melton, & Peachey, 2014; Senne, 2016). The study offered a positive perspective of the impact of coed sport by researching the coed sport of quidditch and finding that members of the sport had contact with the other gender, which led to positive perceptions of that other gender (Cohen et al., 2014; Senne, 2016). The study found that the most influential factor was that women were working and participating equally with the men, so they were viewed as equitable contributors to the team and successful athletes (Cohen et al., 2014; Senne, 2016). Since the men viewed the women as equal participants in the sport, they realized that their female teammates were successfully achieving the demands of the sport, and this realization changed most male participants’ perceptions of the female athletes (Cohen et al., 2014; Senne, 2016). The study also demonstrated an increased positive self-perception of the female participants (Cohen et al., 2014; Senne, 2016).
2.3	overview of ULTIMATE FRISBEE
Ultimate frisbee originated in 1968 and has since expanded to high school, college, and adult competitive and recreational leagues (USA Ultimate, 2015a). Two opposing teams play with seven players on the field and the goal is to score points to 15 by catching the disc (Frisbee) in the opponent’s end zone (USA Ultimate, 2015a). Teams can be comprised of male-only players, female-only players, or co-ed (male/female). When a team is co-ed, the gender ratio on the field is typically four male players and three female players. Players make cuts, strategic movements on offense to get open from their defender, on the field. Once they catch the disc, they are prohibited from running but may pivot on one foot and throw the disc to any other teammate on the field (USA Ultimate, 2015a). The movement and pace of ultimate resembles the continuous running and endurance of soccer in combination with passing skills similar to football (USA Ultimate, 2015a). As each team attempts to score, players transition quickly from offense to defense when there are turnovers, which occur with a player drops a disc, intercepts the disc while on defense, throws out of bounds, or holds the disc for more than the maximum of ten seconds (USA Ultimate, 2015a). When a team scores in their own end zone, the play stops, and each team lines up facing each other at each end zone on the field. The team that scored throws the disc downfield, called a pull, to the other team, who receives the disc and starts playing offense. Play continues until one team has scored again, and this continues until a team reaches 15 points, or the 90-minute time cap is reached. Then, the team with the highest score wins outright. USA Ultimate, the national governing body, currently estimates that 7 million people currently play Ultimate throughout 80 countries (USA Ultimate, 2015a).
Ultimate requires minimal resources to play and enables people to have fun with their friends and get a workout. Players only need a field or open grassy space, plastic cones to set boundaries, a disc, and soccer cleats, although the game could be played in sneakers. Since the equipment is minimal and inexpensive, ultimate is ideal for encouraging new players to join because the upfront investment is relatively low (USA Ultimate, 2015a). The sport also combines multiple athletic skills from other sports (i.e. cutting in basketball, throwing in football, and endurance of soccer) that can be easily translated to the ultimate field (USA Ultimate, 2015a). Players self-officiate their games, so they develop personal responsibility for their treatment of the other team and their honesty on the field (USA Ultimate, 2015a). Self-officiating requires players to build their listening skills and poise on the field, since they often have to remain calm and collected, even in a highly competitive situation (USA Ultimate, 2015a). Therefore, participants can utilize the sport to develop their sportsmanship and leadership skills while developing positive conflict resolution capabilities (USA Ultimate, 2015a). 
The self-officiating aspect of ultimate sets it apart from other sports, like soccer or basketball, which have a referee and rely solely on that person(s) to regulate foul calls and unsportsmanlike conduct during play. Even at the highest levels of play in ultimate frisbee, like the US Nationals or World’s Competitions, players self-officiate (USA Ultimate, 2015a). Spirit of the Game is a tenet unique to ultimate and specifically incorporated into the basic tenets of the sport by the founders of the sport to be included in the rules and practiced at all skill and competitive levels of ultimate (USA Ultimate, 2015a). The core concept of Spirt of the Game can be tied to goals of gender equity in ultimate. All players, regardless of gender, should be treated with the same respect on the field and given the same access to playing opportunities. The concept of holding players accountable to regulating their conduct on the field is exemplified through Spirit of the Game. USA Ultimate states that "the integrity of ultimate depends on each player's responsibility to uphold the Spirit of the Game, and this responsibility should remain paramount” (USA Ultimate, 2015b). Spirit of the Game places the responsibility of sportsmanship on the player, and players are expected to uphold mutual respect for an opponent regardless of the competition or the desire to win (USA Ultimate, 2015b). 
2.4	USA Ultimate gender equity goals
USA Ultimate states in their mission statement that equity in ultimate is intended to result in equality. Equality in ultimate frisbee would result in providing the same resources such as leagues, field space, and playing opportunities to diverse players while assuming the outcomes and enjoyment of the sport will provide the same opportunities for everyone, regardless of the characteristics and unique circumstances of various groups (USA Ultimate, 2016). Equity in the sport refers to the efforts within the ultimate frisbee community to provide the same access to opportunities for all people by taking into account their various barriers and making an effort to even out those challenges with programs and resources (USA Ultimate, 2016). For example, the on-field ratio of 4 men to 3 women for mixed gendered play is closer to equal representation on the field, since there are 7 players total on each team on the field (Pittsburgh Ultimate, 2018). However, since more men play than women, sometimes the ratio of 5 men to 2 women is the more feasible option. An organization like Pittsburgh Ultimate could chose to cap the registration at the number of male and female participants that allows for a 4:3 ratio, which would allow more even representation of both genders on the field during mixed play (Pittsburgh Ultimate, 2018). USA Ultimate, along with the leadership of Pittsburgh Ultimate, recognizes the disparity in opportunities that exists for men and women, as well as the additional challenges often faced by sportswomen in our society (USA Ultimate, 2016).
On July 3, 2008, the Ultimate Players Association (UPA), now USA Ultimate, endorsed a policy of gender equity within the organization in order to improve the inclusion of female athletes, thereby improving the ultimate community as a whole (USA Ultimate, 2016). Given the lower number of female athletes, USA Ultimate developed specific programs to target female participation and retention (USA Ultimate, 2016). Some of the more notable ones include College Women's Start Up Project, which provides grants to help college women’s teams find coaching, use a team startup kit, and access uniform discounts (USA Ultimate, 2017). The Women's Development Resources Page contains a resource compendium created by USA Ultimate for all women and girls to improve their team development and organization, and Girls Ultimate Movement (GUM) to increate youth female participation (USA Ultimate, 2015c, 2016). In 2015, USA Ultimate created a gender equity task force comprised of five board members, and the task force became a standing equity and diversity working group (USA Ultimate, 2016). The task force developed additional programming, opened up further financial resources, and offered input on new rules and policies to improve the accessibility of ultimate to women and girls (USA Ultimate, 2016). USA Ultimate has also promoted initiatives outside of the governing body, such as Upwind Ultimate, in their commitment to expanding educational opportunities and creating open dialogues about gender equity in communities nationwide (USA Ultimate, 2016). Upwind Ultimate's vision is to develop projects within the national ultimate frisbee community that empower women and increase the number of women in the sport (Upwind Ultimate, 2017). As part of Upwind Ultimate’s vision, they're currently conducting a national tour through US cities, including Pittsburgh on March 7, 2018, to discuss gender equity issues within each city and how that relates to broader national issues around gender equity (Upwind Ultimate, 2018).
In recent national conversations, ultimate community members also raised the concern that ESPN and online streaming services were only offering and promoting higher-level male teams’ games and not women’s teams’ games. In response, USA Ultimate committed to ensuring that partners and services outside of USA Ultimate worked to ensure that their coverage of ultimate promoted gender equity and gave equal marketing and promotion of women’s games as they did for corresponding men’s games (USA Ultimate, 2016). USA Ultimate also added to their gender equity policy that, in the absence of comparative equal single-gender (i.e. male-only or female-only) teams, all accommodations need to be made to include female participants within existing teams or programs in order to promote and encourage the growth of female athletes in USA Ultimate (USA Ultimate, 2016). The guidance and policies of USA Ultimate provide a foundation for other community governing bodies, like Pittsburgh Ultimate, to build their programming to improve gender equity and increase female participation in ultimate frisbee. 
2.5	PITTSBURGH Ultimate gender equity goals
The Community for Pittsburgh Ultimate (Pittsburgh Ultimate) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit founded in 2000 that promotes and organizes ultimate frisbee for all ages in the Greater Pittsburgh area, including Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver, Butler, Fayette, Lawrence, Westmoreland, and Washington counties. Christie Lawry, Executive Director, runs Pittsburgh Ultimate in accordance with the current Board Members. The Executive Director and Board hold quarterly meetings to allow community input into the direction of Pittsburgh Ultimate goals and strategic planning. Current Pittsburgh Ultimate community members elect the Board Members to serve for three-year terms, so they are expected to make decisions in the best interest of members and reflecting the mission and values of the organization. In September 2016, the Pittsburgh Ultimate Board released a Strategic Plan from 2016 – 2020 to outline a vision for over five years. A critical component of the Strategic Plan is promoting gender equity in order to improve community integration and increase the participation of women.
The Pittsburgh Ultimate Board also created a Women and Girls Committee in Fall 2016. The national gender equity discussion and initiatives within the national ultimate community, along with input from Pittsburgh Ultimate members, encouraged the Board to create the Committee and to focus its initial efforts on improving gender equity and increasing female participation within the Pittsburgh Ultimate community. More specifically, the overarching goals of the Committee aim to 1) Introduce more women to the sport; 2) Increase female retention and improve community bonds; and 3) Expand playing opportunities for women.
Pittsburgh Ultimate currently runs multiple leagues throughout the year that are open to all genders, ages, and experience levels. The standard and casual recreation leagues run in spring, summer, fall, and winter while the youth leagues are offered as a school-based league through the Pittsburgh High School Ultimate League (PHUL), mirroring the setup of traditional interscholastic High School sports. Pittsburgh Ultimate also partners with two adult men club teams, one adult female team, and two mixed gender adult club teams that offer a higher level of play for more skilled and experienced community members.
3.0 	METHODS
3.1	PITTSBURGH Ultimate FOCUS GROUP STUDY DESIGN
I conducted four focus groups with Pittsburgh Ultimate community members about gender equity and the perception of female athletes in order to help Pittsburgh Ultimate improve its programming and messaging around gender equity. Individuals who participated in ultimate frisbee activities coordinated by Pittsburgh Ultimate within the past calendar year (01/01/17 – 12/31/17), including recreational leagues and the five adult club teams, were recruited into four focus groups. I emailed Pittsburgh Ultimate members directly, posted a recruitment post in the Pittsburgh Ultimate Facebook group, and emailed the five adult club teams directly to recruit participants. Appendix A contains the focus group recruitment email and Facebook recruitment post. The University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board (IRB) determined on February 14, 2018 that the project did not meet the definition of research according to the federal regulations and therefore did not fall under the IRB’s purview. Appendix B contains the IRB determination letter. 
The focus group participants contained players who participated in only recreational leagues and players who participated in both recreational leagues and adult club teams. The participants for each of the four groups were divided by male or female gender based on their selected gender identity when registering for Pittsburgh Ultimate leagues/events. Pittsburgh Ultimate recognizes that people identify outside of the binary male/female gender, but players are asked to choose a binary gender for each ultimate frisbee event in order to properly determine logistics for league and team programming. Table 1 contains the schedule and participants for each focus group. I was the facilitator for each of the four focus groups held at the Pittsburgh Ultimate conference room in Lawrenceville, and with permission from participants, the sessions were tape recorded. I transcribed the recording for each session in order to create the coding and develop summary notes. The qualitative data was analyzed to determine key themes around the perception of gender equity and gender within the Pittsburgh Ultimate community.
Table 1. Focus Group Schedule
Date/Time	Focus Group Number	Participant Gender	# of Participants
02/19/18 6 – 7 pm	M-FG1	Male	6
02/20/18 6 – 7 pm 	F-FG2	Female	5
02/20/18 7 – 8 pm	M-FG3	Male	5
02/21/18 6 – 7 pm 	F-FG4	Female	6
The Pittsburgh Ultimate conference room was chosen because it’s centrally located within the city, and many of the participants were familiar with the space, which created a relaxed, familiar atmosphere that has been demonstrated to be important to the conduct of focus groups (Kitzinger, 1995). The Pittsburgh Ultimate conference room also had a round table, which helped participants look at each other and engage in conversation during each session (Kitzinger, 1995). Each of the four sessions occurred in the evening, so pizza and beverages were provided for participants as an incentive and ‘thank you’ for their time. After reviewing literature on the practice of facilitating a focus group, I stressed at the beginning of each session that the participants were there to speak to each other, rather than to me (Kitzinger, 1995; McLafferty, 2004). During the response to the first question, I let the participants start to share their ideas and begin comfortably interacting with each other. Then, I prompted them with additional questions and encouraged more debate or interaction between people as the session continued (Kitzinger, 1995; McLafferty, 2004). Although I did not have enough time within the one-hour focus group for M-FG1 to directly ask question five, since several members had to leave promptly at 7:00 pm, participants discussed the topic of the number of male versus female players in Pittsburgh Ultimate within their responses to question 1. I included those observations within my findings for question number five. The other three focus groups had enough time to answer and discuss all five questions. 
Once I summarized the general demographic data for each focus group, I transcribed the four focus group sessions and created an excel workbook to conduct the line by line coding for the qualitative analysis. I created a separate tab for each of the focus groups, and I split the participant responses into short lines, so I could go through the transcript and tag each line with a few words that represented the key points. As I went through the line by line summary, I started drafting the codebook with keywords that were emerging from the transcripts. I went back through the data about 2 – 3 times to verify that I had correctly pulled out and summarized the key points of each line. Based on the brief summary, I went back line by line and applied a code from the codebook for that data bit. I adjusted the codebook as needed throughout this process and grouped codes by general themes that emerged. Again, I went back through the data about 2 – 3 times for each focus group session to ensure that I had captured all the relevant codes and saturated the data. The complete codebook, which contains the code and description, is contained in Appendix C. Appendix C also contains a table with emergent codes for focus groups by focus group question (Table 5).

3.2	METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
Qualitative feedback gathered via focus groups has been shown to be valuable for studies that focus on the attitudes and experiences of people within an informal or formal organizational structure  ADDIN EN.CITE (Chapman, Hadfield, & Chapman, 2015; Glaser & Strauss, 2017; Kitzinger, 1995). Focus group data collection draws on grounded theory, which focuses on the generation and categorization of information rather than the testing of a hypothesis (Chapman et al., 2015; Kitzinger, 1994). The qualitative analysis is ‘grounded’ in the recorded opinions and perceptions of the focus group participants and conclusions are drawn from the data with minimal prior hypothesizing of the likely opinions and views of the focus group participants (Chapman et al., 2015; Kitzinger, 1994). As part of the grounded theory data analysis, I went through cycles of data review and deduction to contextualize and thematically organize the focus group data  ADDIN EN.CITE (Chapman et al., 2015; Glaser & Strauss, 2017; Kitzinger, 1994). As I conducted the focus groups, I noted early observations of common themes that might emerge during later focus group, and I tape recorded and fully transcribed the four focus groups sessions to allow for complete thematic analysis  ADDIN EN.CITE (Chapman et al., 2015; Charmaz, 2014; Glaser & Strauss, 2017). 
As a qualitative research method, focus groups are a convenient way to encourage participation among people, which helps elicit complex observations and collects information from many people at once  ADDIN EN.CITE (Gill, Stewart, Treasure, & Chadwick, 2008; Kitzinger, 1995; Rothwell, 2010; Sim, 1998). The group interaction provides an opportunity for people to share insight on each other’s experiences and either provide further support for the shared opinions or a contradictory alternative  ADDIN EN.CITE (Gill et al., 2008; Kitzinger, 1995; Rothwell, 2010; Sim, 1998). 
3.3	PITTSBURGH ULTIMATE FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS
Appendix D contains the focus group participant script, the brief demographic survey collected at the beginning of each focus group, and the list of focus group questions. Table 2 also contains the focus group questions. I developed the questions around the Pittsburgh Ultimate Board of Director 2016 Strategic Plan Goals, along with relevant literature on gender equity in sports. The Pittsburgh Ultimate Women and Girls Committee, along with the Executive Director, approved the questions on December 14, 2017. 
Table 2. Pittsburgh Ultimate Focus Group Questions
Focus Group Questions
What are some differences that you’ve perceived between male and female ultimate frisbee athletes?Prompt [if necessary]: Like attitudes or physicality of men vs. women?Probe: Do you generally think these [repeat suggested traits back as needed] are more positive or negative? 
When you think of gender equity what do you think of?Probe: When you think about gender equity in Pittsburgh Ultimate, what do you think of?
How do you think considering gender equity would impact Pittsburgh Ultimate? Probe #1: Any benefits? Probe #2: Any challenges or concerns?
Is there anything in particular that you think men in Pittsburgh Ultimate could (should or already do) to contribute to gender equity? Same questions are replicated for women, too.Is there more that you think that they should do? 
Why do you think there are more male than female participants within the Pittsburgh Ultimate Community?

4.0 	RESULTS
Participants of each focus groups completed a brief demographic survey by hand before the focus group began, and Table 3 reflects the answers reported by participants.
Table 3. Demographic Survey Results by Focus Group
Response	M-FG1	F-FG2	M-FG3	F-FG4	TOTAL
Total Number of Participants	6	5	5	6	22





Mixed Club – Alloy	1	1	---	2	4
Mixed Club – Crucible	---	---	---	---	---
Open Club – Temper	2	---	---	---	2
Open Club – Slag Dump	---	---	1	---	1
Women’s Club – Hot Metal	---	3	---	2	5
Pick-up	2	3	1	3	9
Please circle the gender identity that you typically select when registering for Pittsburgh Ultimate leagues/events.
Male	6	---	5	---	11
Female	---	5	---	6	11
Female (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)	---	---	---	---	---
Male (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)	---	---	---	---	---






I choose not to identify	---	---	---	---	---
Table 3 Continued					
Other	---	---	---	---	---
I prefer not to say 	---	---	---	---	---
Please circle your age range.
18 – 24 	4	2	2	2	10
25 – 30 	2	2	2	3	9
31 – 35 	---	1	1	---	2
36 – 40 	---	---	---	---	---
41 – 45 	---	---	---	---	---
46 – 50 	---	---	---	---	---
50 + 	---	---	---	1	1
Please rate your ultimate frisbee skills and circle the ranking that best applies. 
ROOKIE: I have never played ultimate frisbee before.	---	---	---	---	---
LIMITED: I have mostly played pick-up or maybe in a rec league.	---	---	---	---	---
AVERAGE: My ultimate skills and experience are average. 	---	---	1	2	3
ABOVE AVERAGE: I am a well-rounded player.	3	2	2	---	7
SKILLED: My skills are exceptional, and I have many years of experience. 	3	2	2	4	11
ELITE: I am one of the most skilled 5% of players in Pittsburgh.	---	1	---	---	1
What is the highest level that you’ve played sports other than Ultimate in the last 10 years?
I have never played any other sports. 	---	---	---	1	1
I have played other sports at a recreational level (i.e. PSL).	1	---	1	1	3
I competed at a junior varsity level in high school. 	1	---	---	---	1
I competed at a varsity level in high school. 	3	4	3	3	13
I competed in Division III College athletics. 	1	1	---	1	3
I competed in Division II College athletics. 	---	---	1	---	1
I competed in Division I College athletics. 	---	---	---	---	---
I competed in semi-pro or pro athletics. 	---	---	---	---	---













5.1	Differences between male and female players
The male focus group 1 (M-FG1) quickly identified that men tended to play more physically and more aggressively compared to the female players, and group members in M-FG1 speculated about the cause. M-FG1 participants tied this to another identified difference between men and women, which is that men are typically larger, taller, and stronger than women, so this might make men more confident and aggressive on the field. M-FG1 participants speculated that in a mixed gender setting, a woman might be less likely to make a physical play, if it were against a man who was visibly larger than she because she might feel that the play was dangerous. The female members of F-FG4 echoed this statement and said that some women might not want to play mixed gender, if they were afraid that men couldn’t control their bodies and might injure them. Some participants in M-FG1 felt that women were just as aggressive comparatively among gender but not across gender, again perhaps for fear of getting hurt. 
	Overall, both female focus groups, focus group 2 (F-FG2) and focus group 4 (F-FG4), also immediately identified that a more aggressive style of play separated the men from the women players within Pittsburgh Ultimate. However, the discussion among F-FG2 members turned more extensively to the likelihood of those aggressive plays turning into dangerous plays. One woman noted that, in her experience, the aggression from male players made them more likely to have a dangerous play on the field, and younger boys can “throw themselves around” on the field. Another group member strongly disagreed and felt that dangerous plays happened due to individual recklessness that occurs outside of the athlete’s gender. Members of F-FG2 agreed that they didn’t want to make a blanket statement that all men in Pittsburgh were dangerous players, but still, a third woman in that group expressed that though not all male players play dangerously, she felt that she could still think of more men than women who would be likely to do so. 
	The women in F-FG4 talked about women being viewed negatively as less aggressive and also stereotyped as being more emotional players. 
“In general, in terms of play, well I guess maybe not even play, but in playing with each other, I think men are more able to leave things on the field as it pertains to emotions, and, whereas women can carry that stuff around for a while.”
F-FG4 members had a long discussion about the stereotype around women being more emotional and whether biological or societal factors influenced that perception. One woman noted that she felt that society conditions men and women to approach interpersonal relations differently, and perhaps that’s why women could be seen as more emotional. The group members discussed that if men stereotyped women as more emotional, they might be less likely to give advice to a female player because she might get upset. Therefore, she might not know to be more aggressive and change her style of play, which would then feed into the other stereotype that women aren’t as aggressive as men. F-FG4 participants wondered if the cycle of stereotyping male and female athletes created a self-fulfilling prophecy for those same stereotypes. Women in F-FG4 also noted that another difference between men and women is that men are more vocal and aggressive when calling fouls on the field. Even though they previously noted women as being more emotional, they describe men as having “outbursts” on the field when self-officiating foul calls.
The men in focus group 3 (M-FG3) primarily discussed the leadership differences of male and female players on mixed teams. Several M-FG3 members felt that men spoke up more on the field, stepped into leadership positions on teams, or pushed to get things done. One M-FG3 member said that he felt society encouraged men to be more vocal, and another agreed that 
“It’s some preconceived notion of masculinity that men feel like if they don’t step up and take charge … that’s part of their duty to step up and take charge and do that. I think that’s something that’s instilled in people.”
M-FG3 noted that perhaps the women felt less comfortable speaking up because they were less experienced at playing ultimate frisbee. However, a group member of M-FG3 countered that argument by relaying an anecdote about a well-known, elite female player, who as a fall league captain was being ignored or talked over by men on her team. He said that men will take over regardless of their experience level, and he felt uncomfortable saying anything to the men on his team about that incident at the time, but he recognized that it was frustrating for her and for the team. The men in M-FG1 also noted that male players tend to be more vocal and have a greater influence on the team dynamic than female players, but the influence of female players has been getting greater due to Pittsburgh Ultimate’s push to have more female captains.  
Overall, all four focus groups said that the larger number of male players compared to female players creates a clear visual that there are just more men in the community. M-FG1 discussed reasons for the number of male versus female participants during this question instead of questions five, so the codes and responses pertaining to those answers are locate in the discussion section for focus group question 5 later on in this section. 
5.2	Associations with Gender Equity
Participants from F-FG2, M-FG3, and F-FG4 all stated that they associated gender equity in Pittsburgh Ultimate with discussions about gender equity either in debate between other community members or more structured conversations during ultimate-related meetings or events. A man from M-FG3 felt that it’s been a growing debate, and although it’s negative that the community needs those conversations, it’s been positive that people are talking about gender equity. Women from F-FG2 expressed some burnout from the discussions, noting that “it would be nice if we didn’t have to have these conversations, but we do” and “frankly I’m exhausted doing stuff like this.” Another member of F-FG2 countered that opinion by stating that investing time in the Pittsburgh Ultimate community to promote gender equity could ripple out to other places. However, other group members of F-FG2 noted that although gender equity should be promoted and discussed, women were doing the majority of the work. They suggested that men take a more active role in advocating for change. Women in F-FG4 also noted that conversations that come up in their life around gender equity are an essential part of their overall impression of gender equity in Pittsburgh Ultimate, and one woman noted,
“People are engaged in it. There’s certainly agreement and disagreement about the approach. It’s not easy. It’s frustrating at times for sure, but I see it as progress because the conversation is happening. Awareness is being put out there, and I just think there needs to be some patience involved, despite how frustrating the concept that there even needs to be patience is frustrating, but it is what it is.”
Members from F-FG4 agreed that progress has been made in Pittsburgh Ultimate, and one woman shared a recent example of a male league captain specifically asking women if they had any feedback in a huddle. Participants in F-FG4 were encouraged by the anecdote that he recognized that no women had been speaking up to that point and sought to include them more in the team. 
M-FG3 members expressed that progress has also been made in giving adult women more playing opportunities through Pittsburgh Ultimate’s support of new teams and initiatives. However, M-FG3 felt that newer players lacked entry points to learn about and connect to some of those initiatives. Women from F-FG2 also associated organized Pittsburgh Ultimate events and additional playing opportunities for women in the community with successful Pittsburgh Ultimate gender equity initiatives, such as women’s league, 4:3 spring league, and women’s hat tournaments. Another man from M-FG3 said that men should be actively promoting gender equity work and encouraging women to play ultimate. 
An association that men in M-FG1 had with gender equity was men not throwing to women on the team. The group had some back and forth debate whether this was because some men were making a split-second decision to not throw to women, due to internal bias, or the women were less skilled than the men and therefore not as involved on the field. M-FG1 agreed that if you invested more resources into improving female players and closing the skill gap, then women would be more included on the field. They were unable to come to a consensus on the potential influence of bias on the field.
5.3	Impact of Gender Equity on Pittsburgh Ultimate
If Pittsburgh Ultimate continue to invest in and consider gender equity, M-FG1 recommended increased involvement in youth ultimate to build skill for girls at a young age and expand the number of female coaches for youth girls’ teams. The M-FG1 members expressed that female coaches would be good role models for the youth players. M-FG1 also suggested a women’s showcase game in Pittsburgh to give young girls who play ultimate something to watch to order to create more buy-in for the sport. Another member of M-FG1 suggested hyping up high school girls’ events, such as High School States, to give legitimacy to the sport and create player and parent buy-in. Overall, one member of M-FG1 noted that the discussion about gender equity in Pittsburgh Ultimate “have been nice” and 
“It’s just nice to know that they were happening. It would be great if they were more well attended, but that there is a focus is great.”
The women in F-FG4 agreed that the focus of the conversations has been beneficial, and 
“the fact that all ultimate as a sport doesn’t really have the same level of recognition that so many other sports do, I think it’s honestly really incredible opportunity to address gender equity before it becomes the next American football.”
The women in F-FG2 also noted that conversations about gender equity were happening, but they agreed that there were probably “large pockets where the conversation is not happening.” One woman in F-FG2 recommended that Pittsburgh Ultimate include a short, mandatory gender equity training before league registration to help spread a general gender equity statement. 
	The men in M-FG3 stated briefly that an increased consideration of gender equity in Pittsburgh Ultimate would likely change the number of women on the field, hopefully increasing the number, which might lead to a general culture shift. Overall, the men in M-FG3 noted that maybe that would lead to more diversity overall, since they felt Pittsburgh participants were primarily Caucasian, and “it's just more fun to have like a bunch of different people coming together and being weird,” which could reflect a better cross section of the community.
5.4	Contribution of men and Women to Gender Equity in pittsburgh Ultimate
Men in both M-FG1 and M-FG3 stated apprehension when asked to comment on what women should do to contribute to gender equity in Pittsburgh Ultimate. A man from M-FG1 stated that the men should meet female leadership in Pittsburgh Ultimate where they are at and where they would like to invest resources and not “command them around.” In M-FG1, participants echoed a similar theme present in other focus groups that women should coach youth programs to be role models for young women and help get more women involved in the sport. Men in M-FG3 also stated that women could get involved by coaching youth programs. Participants from M-FG1 also wanted women to speak out more when they feel disrespected and noted that men would need to listen to and support those women. Overall, they felt that men could interrupt less during huddles and other conversations and work on listening and learning from women in the community.
Women in F-FG4 also emphasized a strong need for men in the community to listen to women and try to understand what they felt up against regarding societal expectations and stereotypes. One woman in F-FG4 struggled to articulate her frustration, but she felt like she didn’t have the skills to help a man understand his own lack of understanding about gender equity. They felt that, for men, “it starts with listening and being aware that you have to listen carefully without interrupting and try to take to heart what [women are] trying to say.” F-FG4 participants emphasized the need for male players to speak out about gender equity and rely on women during mixed play to contribute to strategy and give feedback. During this question, F-FG4 members proposed a short class for captains to teach general information about gender equity and teach people how to use the right language. F-FG4 stated that women should continue to recruit new women to the sport and fight for more playing opportunities in order to promote gender equity and support youth programs in the community. A woman from F-FG4 stated that 
“Ultimately if we’re going to tell the men to listen and have a dialogue, that’s the exact advice that we should be giving women. Show up, listen, and have a dialogue about it. And be committed to it. If we’re going to have this conversation we have to be committed to it.”
Men from M-FG3 also noted this sentiment that it’s not just one person’s job to change their behavior, but the change needs to come from the entire community. One man from M-FG3 said that men could realize that the genders might be getting different things from interactions than people realize, so it was important to be respectful. If players were being disrespectful, a man from M-FG3 stated that it would be helpful for female players to call them out, and another M-FG3 participant said that he felt it might better if a man called them out, since that might create accountability within the male players.	
The women in F-FG2 related similar feedback to the women in F-FG4 and stated that the men in the community need to actively come up with goals and solutions around gender equity. F-FG2 participants expressed that the burden of promoting gender equity fell primarily on the women. One women summarized the imbalance in effort by saying,
“I know a lot of men who now have come a long way and understand equity and why it’s important and will support women when they say something but won’t go out of their way to put in effort. A lot of the women I know in Pittsburgh do extra things on top of their job and school to push or help make an event happen. Men just don’t. So, I think more involvement in something that isn’t necessarily going to benefit them but will benefit the community as a whole. It’s hard to do something that won’t directly benefit you, but it would be great if they did. Then, we’d just have more people to do things.”
In addition to helping to organize within the community, women in F-FG2 expressed that men could just be more supportive of female players overall, which includes watching women’s games. They suggested a showcase game as a fun community event to increase the visibility of female athletes in Pittsburgh Ultimate. Finally, they also emphasized that men need to hold their friends accountable for their words and actions and call them out when they do something wrong. One woman from F-FG2 noted that it’s not a lost cause to discuss gender equity with a man who doesn’t understand the significance, so men who already support gender equity need to be more vocal and have these discussions with their friends to help them understand why it’s important to women and the community. 
5.5	Number of Male v. female Participants in pittsburgh ultimate
The participants of M-FG1 discussed the higher number of male participants in comparison to female participants extensively during their discussion of question one. M-FG1 identified that it was obvious that there are more men than women in Pittsburgh Ultimate, and the number of men versus women dictates the gender breakdown for league teams, which might not be the best method to design teams. Since the numbers are so skewed, participants from M-FG1 and M-FG3 noted that it seemed hard for Pittsburgh Ultimate leadership to recruit enough women and maximize competitiveness and distribution of gender on league teams. A man in M-FG3 noted that some recreational teams will not have enough women on the team to be able to give substitutions to the women on the field, which the man felt could be less fun and more tiring for female players. The men in M-FG1 also speculated that perhaps that’s why Pittsburgh Ultimate has problems retaining high numbers of female players, since they’re not enjoying having to play without substitutions on league teams. 
The women in F-FG2 felt that the lack of youth girls playing ultimate in Pittsburgh trickled down to eventually impact the lower number of adult women players. They felt that girls’ involvement in sports reflected a broader societal issue where “boys get sports things to play with, and girls get bought dolls.” Another member of F-FG2 identified that society does not give young girls adult female role models to aspire to be or enough professional opportunities for adult female athletes, so maybe young girls don’t have as much motivation to play because they don’t have higher goals within sports. Within the Pittsburgh Ultimate community, F-FG2 participants stated that women should strive to volunteer to help coach more often. They identified female coaches as a resource who could invest time into youth girls’ programming, while also successfully being role models for those young athletes, since they lack more formal female athletic role models in ultimate frisbee. 
F-FG2 participants also noted additional resources should be invested in youth development in addition to female coaches. F-FG2 members noted that ultimate wasn’t a varsity sport yet, so it was hard to recruit players within the high schools or make the sport seems legitimate to middle school and high school students. One member of F-FG2 thought that since young girls might to have to choose between multiple activities, they might not choose ultimate, since it doesn’t have the established infrastructure of other high school sports. Pittsburgh Ultimate runs a summer camp for youth players called Camp Spirit of the Game, and participants in F-FG2 suggested that the organization could reduce the price or create a scholarship program for young girls to incentivize their parents to choose the camp for their daughters. 
The male participants in M-FG3 also identified investment in youth girls’ ultimate as a key contributing factor to the discrepancy between the number of male and female participants. One man in M-FG3 said that the lower number of girls’ high school programs meant there was a lack of playing opportunities for girls, which then impacted the eventual number of adult female players. Another man in M-FG3 felt that 
“Young girls tend to be undercut in high school, middle school, youth leagues, youth summer leagues, even in the club scene with youth players because there is this weird stigma against playing against a girl, marking against a girl, getting skied by a girl, getting point blocked by a girl, at a young age … It’s very interesting to see how words and actions of young boys dictate what women tend to do as adults.”
He extrapolated that if girls face a societal stigma against playing sports, they won’t feel supported as youth athletes and therefore won’t continue to play as adults. Another man in M-FG3 noted that perhaps that stigma creates a feedback loop where, if the gender ratio of mixed teams is 5 men to 2 women, the men don’t have as much incentive to throw to the women on the field, so women feel discouraged and don’t return to the team or the sport. At that point, he stated, you have even less women, so gender ratio could drop to 6:1, which means even less potential to involve the few women on the team with the on-field play. The M-FG3 group noted that they supported Pittsburgh Ultimate’s current initiative for Spring League 2018 to mandate a 4:3 ratio for the mixed recreational league. Although one M-FG3 member noted there might be some growing pains from the lower number of women within Pittsburgh Ultimate, hopefully mandating the 4:3 gender ratio would lead to having more women on the field and on the team, which will encourage them to stay with the sport and play in additional leagues. 
	Female participants of F-FG4 gave feedback on the difference in the number of male and female players within Pittsburgh Ultimate that included the observation of societal pressure on women and girls interested in sports, a theme which was also present in the other focus groups. One woman in F-FG4 said that she felt that girls were often pushed in other directions rather than sports, and another woman in F-FG4 noted that she felt that girls often felt pressure to perform and be the best at sports, otherwise there was no point in even playing. Another F-FG4 participant stated that even though sports often give women confidence, a lot of younger women don’t feel confident in themselves, so they don’t continue playing long enough to build a solid foundation of self-esteem through athletic participation. F-FG4 members stressed a need simultaneously funnel more girls into sports while investing in women’s sports and playing opportunities at a higher, professional level to give young girls roles models.
6.0 	Discussion
Based on the feedback from the focus groups, I recommend the following strategies to Pittsburgh Ultimate to continue their efforts to recruit and retain female athletes and improve gender equity within the community. First, Pittsburgh Ultimate should continue to maintain the mandatory 4:3 ratio in leagues. All four focus groups touched upon mixed gender ratio as a potential frustration for female players and a potential factor for causing a low retention rate among female players. Throughout the focus groups, participants mentioned several Pittsburgh Ultimate initiatives from 2017 intended to expand playing opportunities for women, including clinics, hat tournaments, and women’s league. People remarked that these events helped strengthen the community, and I would recommend continuing those efforts in 2018 and beyond. Additionally, several focus groups suggested hosting a showcase game between elite club women of Pittsburgh, while bringing in elite women from another city as opponents, in an effort to legitimize women’s ultimate and give the community an event where people can meet new community members or members outside of their immediate social circle. Additionally, one female focus group, F-FG2, expressed disappointed that many of the men have never seen the high-level women play, so the showcase game could be an opportunity for men to support female players. The focus groups also spoke about the importance of adult women being role models for younger girls in ultimate to aspire to be. The showcase game would give youth girls in Pittsburgh the opportunity to see high level women play, which could inspire and sustain their effort in the sport. 
	All four focus groups discussed that female coaches played a critical part in engaging young girls in ultimate frisbee and being a role model for young girls. Pittsburgh Ultimate should look to develop initiatives that improve the pipeline of female coaches and invest in female youth development in order to help legitimize the sport for young female players. Additionally, several groups discussed creating a short, mandatory gender equity training during league registration. Since a high number of people in the focus groups, and the Pittsburgh Ultimate community, participated in league, the video or training could be an effective strategy to address gender stereotypes, give a broad definition of and the goals of gender equity, and provide encouragement and strategies for men and women to speak up in support of gender equity. Finally, focus groups members felt that the burden of organizing and promoting gender equity fell primarily on women. I think that the mandatory training could be a strategy to introduce men to gender equity and be a foundation to improve recruitment efforts within the men of the community to help with gender equity initiatives set forth by the Pittsburgh Ultimate Board of Directors.

7.0 	CONCLUSION
In order to increase female participation in sports and move towards gender equality and gender equity for women in sports, several factors need to be established to shift the gender discrimination against women and create more equal access to athletics (Craft et al., 2014; United Nations, 2007). Women should have an improved ability to control the athletic resources and opportunities, a high level of health education, and an enhanced involvement in leadership (United Nations, 2007). The leadership within Pittsburgh Ultimate connects with this goal by continuing to expand opportunities for women in the Pittsburgh community to lead and contribute to the design and implementation of ultimate frisbee leagues and events through their Women and Girls Committee. Focus group participants specifically called out the new initiatives created by the Committee in 2017 aimed at female identifying players, such as women’s clinics and women’s league, as excellent opportunities that gave women more playing time, improved their skills, and connected them to other women in the Pittsburgh Ultimate community. Creating these additional playing opportunities for women and girls and giving them access to the sport could help influence women and girls’ attitudes towards sports, since “women and girls may not have developed an understanding of the intrinsic value of sport and its contribution to personal development and well-being, or of their rights and potential in this area” (United Nations, 2007). The attitude of men and boys towards female participation in sports can also be a barrier to female entry and create an unequal balance of power in athletics (Trolan, 2013; United Nations, 2007). Since women may internalize, at a young age, a negative perception of their involvement in athletics, those attitudes can restrict their participation in sports (United Nations, 2007). Pittsburgh Ultimate should continue to develop resources for the community which discuss and define gender equity goals, including mitigating any perceived negative attitude towards female players, and facilitate conversations about the significance and positive impact that improved gender equity within the Pittsburgh Ultimate community could have on both women and men. Nationally, men currently have the highest participation rate and are the most visible athletes, so they should be incorporated into actions to improve gender equity in sports (United Nations, 2007). Therefore, Pittsburgh Ultimate should work to promote gender equity programming by incorporating a more diverse cross section of community members, including more male community members, into gender equity initiatives to ease the burden on women and give men tools and buy-in for the movement. Pittsburgh Ultimate’s attention to improving the experience of women in the community and providing more opportunity for women to play sports will contribute to broader public health effort to increase the health and fitness of women. 


APPENDIX A: RECRUITMENT EMAIL AND FACEBOOK POST
A.	Recruitment Email

Hello [Insert Team Name],

I am working with Pittsburgh Ultimate to organize and conduct several focus groups with community members centered around gender equity topics. We highly value your unique input and encourage you to sign up via this link if interested. 

Sign-up link: [Insert google form link; Sign up link results will only be accessible to the PI, Melanie Callahan, and will not be shared with anyone else]





	Within the past calendar year (01/01/17 - present), which of the following have you participated in? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
o	Pittsburgh Ultimate Recreational League(s)
o	Club (Mixed/Open/Women's)
o	Pick-up
	Please indicate the gender identity that you typically select when registering for Pittsburgh Ultimate leagues/events. (Note: Pittsburgh Ultimate does not discriminate based on gender identity. Players are asked to choose an identity per event in order to properly determine logistics for programming.)
o	Female
o	Male
o	Female (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)
o	Male (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)
	Please provide a general overview of your potential availability. Times will be specified further based on overall response and every effort will be made to accommodate schedules.
	Do you have any questions or comments at this time?

All participants and results will be kept strictly confidential. Focus Groups will be approximately 6 - 10 people and last no longer than one hour. Snacks will be provided!! 

Pittsburgh Ultimate hopes to reach a diverse group of members to gather measurable feedback from the community and use the findings from the qualitative evaluation as a foundation for more effective programming that addresses needs specific to Pittsburgh Ultimate.







B.	Facebook Post on the Community for Pittsburgh Ultimate Facebook Page

Pittsburgh Ultimate is recruiting community members of all ages, genders, and experience levels to participate in focus groups centered around gender equity topics. We highly value your input and encourage you to sign up via this link if interested. 

Sign-up link: [Insert google form link; Sign up link results will only be accessible to the PI, Melanie Callahan, and will not be shared with anyone else]





	Within the past calendar year (01/01/17 - present), which of the following have you participated in? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
o	Pittsburgh Ultimate Recreational League(s)
o	Club (Mixed/Open/Women's)
o	Pick-up
	Please indicate the gender identity that you typically select when registering for Pittsburgh Ultimate leagues/events. (Note: Pittsburgh Ultimate does not discriminate based on gender identity. Players are asked to choose an identity per event in order to properly determine logistics for programming.)
o	Female
o	Male
o	Female (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)
o	Male (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)
	Please provide a general overview of your potential availability. Times will be specified further based on overall response and every effort will be made to accommodate schedules.
	Do you have any questions or comments at this time?

All participants and results will be kept strictly confidential. Focus Groups will be approximately 6 - 10 people and last no longer than one hour. Snacks will be provided!! Please contact Melanie Callahan at melanie@pittsburgh-ultimate.org (​mailto:melanie@pittsburgh-ultimate.org" \t "_blank​) with any questions. 
C.	Recruitment Email

Hello [Insert Team Name],

I am working with Pittsburgh Ultimate to organize and conduct several focus groups with community members centered around gender equity topics. We highly value your unique input and encourage you to sign up via this link if interested. 

Sign-up link: [Insert google form link; Sign up link results will only be accessible to the PI, Melanie Callahan, and will not be shared with anyone else]





	Within the past calendar year (01/01/17 - present), which of the following have you participated in? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
o	Pittsburgh Ultimate Recreational League(s)
o	Club (Mixed/Open/Women's)
o	Pick-up
	Please indicate the gender identity that you typically select when registering for Pittsburgh Ultimate leagues/events. (Note: Pittsburgh Ultimate does not discriminate based on gender identity. Players are asked to choose an identity per event in order to properly determine logistics for programming.)
o	Female
o	Male
o	Female (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)
o	Male (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)
	Please provide a general overview of your potential availability. Times will be specified further based on overall response and every effort will be made to accommodate schedules.
	Do you have any questions or comments at this time?

All participants and results will be kept strictly confidential. Focus Groups will be approximately 6 - 10 people and last no longer than one hour. Snacks will be provided!! 

Pittsburgh Ultimate hopes to reach a diverse group of members to gather measurable feedback from the community and use the findings from the qualitative evaluation as a foundation for more effective programming that addresses needs specific to Pittsburgh Ultimate.







D.	Facebook Post on the Community for Pittsburgh Ultimate Facebook Page

Pittsburgh Ultimate is recruiting community members of all ages, genders, and experience levels to participate in focus groups centered around gender equity topics. We highly value your input and encourage you to sign up via this link if interested. 

Sign-up link: [Insert google form link; Sign up link results will only be accessible to the PI, Melanie Callahan, and will not be shared with anyone else]





	Within the past calendar year (01/01/17 - present), which of the following have you participated in? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY
o	Pittsburgh Ultimate Recreational League(s)
o	Club (Mixed/Open/Women's)
o	Pick-up
	Please indicate the gender identity that you typically select when registering for Pittsburgh Ultimate leagues/events. (Note: Pittsburgh Ultimate does not discriminate based on gender identity. Players are asked to choose an identity per event in order to properly determine logistics for programming.)
o	Female
o	Male
o	Female (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)
o	Male (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)
	Please provide a general overview of your potential availability. Times will be specified further based on overall response and every effort will be made to accommodate schedules.
	Do you have any questions or comments at this time?

All participants and results will be kept strictly confidential. Focus Groups will be approximately 6 - 10 people and last no longer than one hour. Snacks will be provided!! Please contact Melanie Callahan at melanie@pittsburgh-ultimate.org (​mailto:melanie@pittsburgh-ultimate.org" \t "_blank​) with any questions. 

APPENDIX B: IRB DETERMINATION LETTER
      	












The above-referenced protocol has been reviewed by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board. Based on the information provided to the IRB, this project does not meet the definition of research according to the federal regulations [45 CFR 46.102(d) or 21 CFR 56.102(e)]. Should that situation change, the investigator must notify the IRB immediately.

Given this determination, you may now begin your project.

APPENDIX C: code TABLES
Table 4. Focus Group Codebook

Code	Description
On-Field Actions and Attitudes
ATT	Attitudes/Behaviors
FLEAD	Female Leadership on Field
MLEAD	Male Leadership on Field











SKILL	Differences in Skill Level 
NUMBER	Number of Men versus Women
RETENT	Retention 




AUDL	American Ultimate Disc League (AUDL)​[1]​
Stereotypes
PERC	Perception of Female Athletes
EXP	Playing Experience
STIGMA	Stigma against Women
SOCIETY	Societal Influence on Women in Sports
Youth
YOUTH	High School Play/Youth Development
PARENT	Parent Buy-in
Gender Equity Goals for Men
LISTEN	Men Listening to Women
STNDUP	Men Actively Participating
Gender Equity Goals for Women
SPKOUT	Women Speak Out More 
ROLE	Women Role Models/Visibility of Women
COACH	Women Coaches
Gender Equity Goals within Pittsburgh Ultimate Community
PROGRESS	Progress with Gender Equity in Pittsburgh
VOLUN	Volunteer/Time Commitment
ORG	Community Organizing
DISC	Community Discussions about Gender Equity 






















Table 5. Emergent Codes for Focus Groups by Focus Group Question
Male Focus Group 1 (M-FG1)	Female Focus Group 2 (F-FG2)	Male Focus Group 3 (M-FG3)	Female Focus Group 4 (F-FG4)
What are some differences that you’ve perceived between male and female ultimate frisbee athletes?
AGGCOACHCOLLEGEDANGEXPFLEADLEAGUEMLEADNUMBERPERCPHYSRATIOSPIRITSPKOUTYOUTH	AGGATTCOACHDANGDISCEVENTEXPFLEADFOULNUMBERORGPERCPICKUPPLAYVOLUNYOUTH	COACHEXPFLEADINTRLEAGUELISTENMLEADNUMBERPERCSOCIETYSTIGMA	AGGATTDANGDISCEXPFOULLEAGUEMADVNUMBERPERCPHYSRATIOSKILLSOCIETYSTIGMATHROW
When you think of gender equity what do you think of?
ATTCOACHDEFGEEXPLEAGUENUMBERPLAYPROGRESSRATIOSKILLSOLUTTHROW YOUTH	AUDLCLUBDISCEVENTFINANCFLEADLISTENORGPICKUPPROGRESSSOCIETYSTNDUP	DISCMLEADNUMBERPLAYPROGRESSRATIOSOLUTSTNDUP	AGGAUDLDISCEVENTEXPFINANCFLEADMLEADPERCPLAYPROGRESSRATIORETENTRETENTROLESOCIETYSOLUTSPKOUTSTNDUPYOUTH
How do you think considering gender equity would impact Pittsburgh Ultimate?
COACHCOLLEGEDISCDISCEVENTPARENTPLAYRETENTROLESOLUTYOUTH	ATTAUDLDISCEVENTINTRLEAGUELISTENMADVNUMBERORGPERCPICKUPPLAYRATIORETENTROLESOCIETYSOLUTSTNDUPTHROW	ATTEVENTLEAGUENUMBERPLAYPROGRESSSOLUT	DISCPERCPLAYPROGRESSSTIGMAVOLUN
Is there anything in particular that you think men in Pittsburgh Ultimate could (should or already do) to contribute to gender equity? Same question for women.
ATTCOACHEXPFLEADINTRLISTENMLEADPROGRESSROLESKILLSOCIETYSPKOUTSTIGMASTNDUPYOUTH	CLUBEVENTLISTENORGPROGRESSROLESTANDUPTHROW	COACHEXPFLEADINTRLEAGUELISTENMLEADPERCPLAYPROGRESSRETENTSOCIETYSTIGMASTNDUP	AGGATTAUDLCOACHDANGDEFGEDISCEVENTFINANCFLEADINTRLEAGUELISTENMADVNUMBERORGPERCPROGRESSRETENTROLESKILLSOCIETYSOLUTSPKOUTSTNDUPYOUTH
Why do you think there are more male than female participants within the Pittsburgh Ultimate Community?
N/A1Focus Group #1 reached the one-hour time limit without specifically addressing question number five.	ATTAUDLCOACHCOLLEGEFINANCLISTENNUMBERPARENTRETENTROLESOCIETYSTIGMAYOUTH	ATTCLUBDISCLEAGUENUMBERORGPLAYPROGRESSRATIORETENTSKILLSOCIETYSOLUTSTIGMATHROWYOUTH	DISCEXPFINANCPERCPLAY PROGRESS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APPENDIX D: participant script and focus group questions
A.	Participant Script
Good evening everyone. 
The purpose of this focus group is to gather measurable feedback from the Pittsburgh Ultimate community.
The focus group will take approximately an hour. All of your responses to the questions I ask you will be kept confidential. I will be taking notes and recording this interview, but only I will have access to the notes, recording, and transcript. No one from Pittsburgh Ultimate or the community will know that you participated and what your specific answers were. I will be analyzing the results as part of my thesis work at the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public Health. The de-identified findings from the qualitative evaluation will be presented to Pittsburgh Ultimate and be made available to the community as a foundation for more effective programming that addresses needs specific to Pittsburgh Ultimate.
Additionally, I will create a thesis paper based on the interviews we conduct, but results will be reported in aggregate and quotes will be redacted and edited to preserve anonymity. Please answer the questions as truthfully as possible. If you wish to skip a question, that is okay, just let me know. You may also respond to each other during points in the conversations. 
If you have any questions or concerns at any point during the process, please stop me and ask. 
At this point do you have any questions? 
Write Response (if needed): 

I appreciate your participation, and let’s get started.

B.	Demographic Questions Collected from Participants Pre-Focus Group
Collected via hard copy form that that participants fill out
1.	Within the past calendar year (01/01/17 - present), which of the following have you participated in? SELECT ALL THAT APPLY













2.	Please indicate the gender identity that you typically select when registering for Pittsburgh Ultimate leagues/events. (Note: Pittsburgh Ultimate does not discriminate based on gender identity. Players are asked to choose an identity per event in order to properly determine logistics for programming.)
a.	Female
b.	Male
c.	Female (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)
d.	Male (Selected for leagues/events, but do not identify on the gender binary)







f.	I choose not to identify
g.	Other
h.	I prefer not to say






f.	46 – 50 
g.	50 +

5.	Please rate your ultimate frisbee skills.
a.	ROOKIE: I have never played ultimate frisbee before.
b.	LIMITED: I have mostly played pick-up or maybe in a rec league.
c.	AVERAGE: My ultimate skills and experience are average. 
d.	ABOVE AVERAGE: I am a well-rounded player.
e.	SKILLED: My skills are exceptional, and I have many years of experience. 
f.	ELITE: I am one of the most skilled 5% of players in Pittsburgh.

6.	What is the highest level that you’ve played sports other than Ultimate in the last 10 years?
a.	I have never played any other sports. 
b.	I have played other sports at a recreational level (i.e. PSL).
c.	I competed at a junior varsity level in high school. 
d.	I competed at a varsity level in high school. 
e.	I competed in Division III College athletics. 
f.	I competed in Division II College athletics. 
g.	I competed in Division I College athletics. 
h.	I competed in semi-pro or pro athletics. 










1.	What are some differences that you’ve perceived between male and female ultimate frisbee athletes?
a.	Prompt [if necessary]: Like attitudes or physicality of men vs. women?
b.	Probe: Do you generally think these [repeat suggested traits back as needed] are more positive or negative? 

2.	When you think of gender equity what do you think of?
a.	Probe: When you think about gender equity in Pittsburgh Ultimate, what do you think of?

3.	How do you think considering gender equity would impact Pittsburgh Ultimate? 
a.	Probe #1: Any benefits? 
b.	Probe #2: Any challenges or concerns?

4.	Is there anything in particular that you think men in Pittsburgh Ultimate could (should or already do) to contribute to gender equity?
Sample phrasing: “What do you see as the role for men in Pittsburgh Ultimate to contribute to gender equity, and I’ll ask about women next… but let’s begin with men.” 
a.	Is there more that you think that they should do? 
Same questions are replicated for women, too
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^1	  The AUDL is the men’s professional league in the United States. Currently, this is a male-only format of play.
